
Pond Damsel Family 113

52 Cherry Bluet  Enallagma concisum  TL 27–32, HW 13–17

Description Bright orange-red and black southeastern pond dam-
sel. Postocular spots narrow, forming continuous slightly curved 
stripe. Male: Eyes red. Thorax red, paler low on sides, with some-
what metallic-black median and humeral stripes and narrow stripe 
low on sides; antehumeral about same width as or slightly nar-
rower than black stripes. Abdomen black to tip except S1–2 red 
with large black apical spot on S2, also basal fifth of S3 and again 
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114 Damselflies

low on sides of S9–10; finally, very narrow basal ring (a bit paler orange) on S4–6. Female: 
Eyes brown over lighter brown with horizontal stripes. Thorax pale orange with black 
stripes like male, including lower side stripe. Abdomen shiny black above to tip, dull pale 
orange on sides. Immatures greenish to yellowish to orange, like Burgundy but unlike Flor-
ida and Orange Bluets, in which they are blue.

Identification Nothing else much like it in range, which does not overlap with that of very 
similar Scarlet Bluet. Most similar is Burgundy Bluet, which is a bit smaller and darker, 
showing less red. The dark stripes look blue or purple in Burgundy, usually black (but 
rarely purplish) in Cherry. Best mark is red on abdomen base in Cherry, not evident in Bur-
gundy. Females very similar, but Burgundy a bit darker orange, with relatively narrower 
antehumeral stripe and more conspicuous dark lateral stripe on thorax. Distinguished from 
orange female Florida and Orange Bluets by lack of orange on top of abdomen tip.

Natural History Males commonly perch on lilypads as well as grasses and sedges. Usually in 
more open situations than Burgundy Bluet. Become common at water late in day, like re-
lated species; may be absent in morning. Females in tandem pairs oviposit in grass stems or 
on underside of lilypads.

Habitat Natural sand-bottomed ponds and lakes with abundant vegetation but plenty of 
open water.

Flight Season LA Mar–Sep, GA Mar–Nov, FL Feb–Dec.

52 
Cherry Bluet male—Lake 
Co., FL, April 2008; female, 
immature male—Leon 
Co., FL, April 2005
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